A Bill Regarding Extending Bids to Non-University of Georgia Student

Only men who are considered students, defined as individuals admitted to the University of Georgia Athens Campus that will be enrolled in coursework the upcoming academic term, shall be eligible to either receive or accept a bid, either informally or formally, from a Member Chapter. Any bid extended or accepted, either informally or formally, on the contrary – to individuals denied from, offered conditional acceptance to, or offered acceptance for a later academic semester to the University of Georgia Athens Campus – shall be null and void. In addition, any Member Chapter found to have knowingly extended a bid, either informally or formally, on the contrary shall be subject to the following:

a. Loss of the privilege to serve upon the Council Executive Board in the next two (2) election cycles; and

b. A fine in the amount of ten (10) percent of the Member Chapter's semester revenues or a fine equal to (150) percent of the Member Chapter's per member dues times the number of bids extended on the contrary, whichever amount is greater.
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